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Abstract: Graphs are often used to model data with a relational structure and graphs are usually
visualised into node-link diagrams for a better understanding of the underlying data. Node-link
diagrams represent not only data entries in a graph, but also the relations among the data entries.
Further, many graph drawing algorithms and graph centrality metrics have been successfully applied
in visual analytics of various graph datasets, yet little attention has been paid to analytics of scientific
standard data. This study attempts to adopt graph drawing methods (force-directed algorithms) to
visualise scientific standard data and provide information with importance ‘ranking’ based on graph
centrality metrics such as Weighted Degree, PageRank, Eigenvector, Betweenness and Closeness
factors. The outcomes show that our method can produce clear graph layouts of scientific standard
for visual analytics, along with the importance ‘ranking’ factors (represent via node colour, size etc.).
Our method may assist users with tracking various relationships while understanding scientific
standards with fewer relation issues (missing/wrong connection etc.) through focusing on higher
priority standards.

Keywords: visual analytics; graph drawing; graph centrality metrics; scientific standard datasets;
force-directed algorithms

1. Introduction

Standard-making and standardisation are key processes for the sharing and reuse of data in
contemporary scientific research [1]. Scientific standards are established as references to calibrate
measurements and modern standards. An ISO standard is published by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), an IEC standard is published by International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC), and an ISO/IEC standard is published by ISO and IEC together. Those standards are designated
using the format ISO[/IEC] [/ASTM] [IS] nnnnn[-p]:[yyyy], where nnnnn is the number of the standard,
p is an optional part number and yyyy is the year published. In particular, those scientific standards
are normally internationally recognised and defined under controlled conditions. For example,
ISO/IEC 12207:2008 is defined and applied in the Information Technology field for software lifecycle
processes [2], and ISO/IEC 29110 standard manages lifecycle profiles for very small entities instead [3].

Standards can be normative or informative. Normative standards contain clauses that can become
contractually required. An example is ISO 9001 which contains a number of compulsory requirements
for standards to be accredited to ISO 9001. Informative standards are there to give advice. Standards
can be referred to other standards normatively or informatively. A normative reference is where the
referred standard is a required part of this standard. An example is a vocabulary standard that is
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referred to in order to define some terms. Informative references are there just in case more information
is needed [4–8].

Much of the scientific standard analytics at this stage usually adopts the traditional spreadsheet
to analyse raw data [1]. A general problem associated with the scientific standard analytics is that this
particular standards committee has a large number of standards and is losing track of how they all
relate to each other. It is a basic configuration management problem, such as the impact of change.
It is generally acknowledged that visualisations have some benefits when it comes to making sense
of large and complex non-visual datasets [9–12]. To improve the situation, the scientific standards
management section at the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) has initiated a joint project with the
authors to investigate how graph (or network) visualisation and graph centrality metrics can be used
to help analysts make sense of scientific standards data sets quickly and accurately. In the following
subsections, we briefly review some related work about graph visualisation and graph centrality
metrics, provide more details of scientific standards and present motivations and contributions of
our work.

1.1. Graph Visualisation

A great deal of real-world data has a relational structure. Often, they are too large and complex
to understand in their original format. This type of data can be modelled as graphs or networks
and visualised into node-link diagrams for a better understanding of them [10,13–15]. In graph
visualisation research, the focus has been on how the elements are connected as a system, not just
individual elements [16]. The process of investigating graph structures is normally carried out through
the use of graph theory, which characterises networked structures in terms of nodes and edges [17].
Many algorithms have been developed so that graphs can be laid out in a visually pleasing and
perceptively effective way that helps users understand the structure and relationship patterns of the
underlying graphs [11].

There are also many tools for graph visualisation. The Visone software of Brandes and Wagner [17]
adopts graph theoretic concepts to describe, explain and understand network structure. It integrates
analysis and visualisation of networks facilitated by tailored means of graphical interaction, which
produces radial and spectral layouts. Handcock et al. [18] created a suite of software packages in R
called Statnet, and it focuses on statistical modelling of network data. It implements network modelling
based on exponential-family random graph models, and its broad functionality is powered by a central
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm [18]. Other similar software packages include RSiena [19],
igraph [20], UCINET [21], Pajek [10], NodeXL [22], and Gephi [23,24]. Rossi and Ahmed [25] claimed
that they built up the first web-based real-time interactive graph analytics platform called NR which
allows users to interactively analyse and visualise data online. NR also gives users the ability to
explore, compare and share data along different dimensions to improve and facilitate the scientific
study of networks and other datasets [25].

1.2. Modelling Scientific Standards into Graphs

Each standard has information about its identification, referenced standard and reference type.
For the purpose of this research, each standard is treated as a ‘node’. Further, a relation between a
standard and its referenced standard can be established, and the relation is represented as an ‘edge’.
Hence, raw data can be transferred into directed graph models. For example, in Figure 1a, “12207:2008”
is a normative ISO/IEC standard. It has a referenced standard—“9126:1991”, which is an informative
reference standard. Then in a graph model, the description involving those two standards and one
connection is shown Figure 1b. More details are given in the ‘Method’ section.
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1.3. Graph Centrality Metrics

In the scientific impact analysis, a variety of new impact measures have been proposed on the
basis of network analysis and usage log data, to better capture the impact of scientific publications in
the digital era. Bollen et al. [26] conducted research that investigates connections between the impact
measures and those measures’ accuracy and completion. The authors applied four graph centrality
metrics to analyse publication citation and usage networks. Degree centrality is used to present a
number of connections that point to or emerge from a journal in the network; Closeness centrality
shows the average length of the geodesic that connects a specific journal to all other journals in the
network; Betweenness centrality represents the number of geodesics between all pairs of journals in
the network that pass through the specific journal; and PageRank forms a probability distribution
of links and is applied to citation networks. Their experimental results indicate that the notion of
scientific impact is a multi-dimensional construct that cannot be adequately measured by any single
indicator, although some measures are more suitable than others [26]. Similarly, graph centrality
metrics have also long been used in social network analysis (SNA) to provide different perspectives on
the social relationships within the network, hence offering a rich description of social structure [17].
Social networks are examples of graph data. A social network includes a set of actors and relationships
among the actors. SNA has experienced tremendous advances in recent years, and much research has
been reported in the literature [10,27–31].

In order to get a better grip on all the scientific standards (121 ISO/IEC standards in this study)
collected, we conducted a study to determine which standards are at the centre of all standards, and
what all the normative relations are to help users know what and where to pay attention to while
revising them. Therefore, graph centrality metrics are to discover relationships among the ISO/IEC
scientific standards. Note that centrality metrics can be influenced by taking into account the direction
of edges and the weightings that are applied to them [32]. More specifically, six metrics are adopted
based on graph models produced in our experiments, namely, Eigenvector centrality, PageRank,
Weighted In-Degree, Weighted Out-Degree, Closeness and Betweenness metrics.

1. Eigenvector centrality. It is a natural extension of degree centrality. Not all nodes are equivalent.
Some are more relevant than others, and reasonably, endorsements from important nodes
are counted more. In other words, a node is important if it is linked to other important
nodes [9,33–35].

2. PageRank. A node is important if it is linked from other important nodes, or if it is highly
linked [36,37].
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3. Weighted In-Degree centrality and Weighted Out-Degree centrality. Similar to degree centrality
but edge weight is taken into account [38–40]. Here, In-Degree metric computes the number of
incoming nodes of a vertex, and Out-Degree calculates the number of outgoing neighbours of
a node.

4. Closeness centrality. For one node it can be calculated as the average distance of all distances
from this node to all other nodes in the network [41]. The highest closeness node can reach every
other node in a network on a short path [42].

5. Betweenness centrality. A node has high betweenness centrality if it serves as an intermediate
between many other nodes, that is, it lies between them with respect to their shortest path.
In other words, if we calculate the total set of shortest paths, then a node with high betweenness
centrality is present with a large proportion of this set. Again, the higher this metric is, the more
important the node is, since it controls the flow of information between many other nodes [41].
The highest betweenness node is on the closest link between other nodes [42].

In addition to the above centrality metrics, Modularity is also applied to measure the strength of
division of a standard dataset into modules. Many graphs of interest in the science field are found
to divide naturally into communities or modules. The problem of detecting and characterising this
community structure is one of the outstanding issues in the study of networked systems. Modularity is
a powerful tool for studying the design of networks and a highly effective approach that analyses the
possible divisions of networks [43–46]. Note that in our experiment, only basic analysis of Modularity
is done since the emphasis of this study is to find out the ranking of standards.

1.4. Motivations and Contributions

Many visualisation tools have all been adopted to visually exploit data insights in many
application domains [47,48]. However, to the best of our knowledge, few attempts have been made
to conduct visual analytics of scientific standard datasets [1,3], although some similar studies in
other fields do analyse particular relevant standards. For the standard analytics in the healthcare
area, seven Electronic Healthcare Record (EHR) standards were compared by Eichelberg et al. [49].
In that survey, the Web Access to Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine Persistent Objects
(WADO) standard requires a structured reporting document in HTML format, but visualisation is
not mentioned. In the general case, it is not possible to support advanced services beyond document
visualisation such as document processing, mediation, or automated translation services in this
area [49].

Currently, data analytics of scientific standard datasets are still conducted in the traditional
spreadsheet way. The study we report in this paper was originally encouraged by the actual demand
from the scientific standards management section at UTS (University of Technology Sydney); a general
problem they met in this area is that this particular standards committee has a large number of
standards and is losing track of how they all relate to each other. On the one hand, research has shown
that visualisation can be helpful for data sense-making [11,12]. On the other hand, to get a better grip
on all the standards, the centre standards and normative relations need to be determined [1,3]. Figure 2
shows a visualised result of the standard dataset that was finalised by UCINET. It shows overall
relationship patterns between individual standards, which is better than traditional spreadsheets but
does not bring out the importance of a standard and it also has duplicated references all over the
place. Hence, this study has been put on the agenda. Our proposed approach models the standard
dataset into directed graphs, adopts centrality measurement concepts for importance measurement of
standards, and combines two force-directed algorithms on weighted graphs to represent an overview
on the entire network of selected standards, as well as detailed views of standards.
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by UCINET).

The main contribution of our work is that we provide a supplementary method for analysis
of scientific standards. More specifically this method could assist particular standards committees
to get insight of complex relationships among multiple Scientific Standards; to keep track of how
standards are related to each other; to determine core standards that are at the centre of the network
for revising purposes and for undertsanding the impact of change. Our method combines graph
centrality measurements and interactive visualisation methods and applies them to practical standard
data. We performed experiments on a standard dataset to demonstrate that our method is feasible
and beneficial.

2. Method

2.1. Data Processing

All raw data were collected at UTS. One hundred and twenty-one scientific standards which
involve 248 relations among scientific standards were finalised. Data format examples are shown in
Table 1:

Table 1. Examples of standard data format finalised from excel files.

Standard Related Reference

Name Publisher Type Name Type Publisher Detail

12207:2008 ISO/IEC Normative 9126:1991 Informative ISO/IEC Bibliography

12207:2008 ISO/IEC Normative 61508:2010 Informative IEC Other citation

From Table 1, data attributes include:

1. Standard Name: The standard’s name. E.g. 12207:2008: It is a common framework for
describing the life cycle of systems created by humans, which defines a set of processes and
associated terminology.

2. Standard Publisher: Standard’s publisher. E.g. 12207:2008’s publisher is ISO/IEC.
3. Standard Type: Standards can refer to other standards normatively or informatively. Normative

standards contain clauses that can become contractually required; Informative standards are
there to give advice.

4. Related Reference Standard: Connected standards as references. For example, standard 9126:1991
is a reference to 12207:2008.
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5. Reference Type: Same as the standard type mentioned.
6. Reference Publisher: Same as the standard publisher mentioned.
7. Reference Detail: To show more information about the reference.

In this study, raw data attributes such as the standard name and related reference name are
kept as vertices. Edges have directions and are represented depending on their ‘reference’ relations.
Edge weights are calculated based on the standard/reference types defined in Table 2. Edges between
normative standards are the most important connections as normative standards contain a number of
compulsory requirements for other standards. Therefore, the weight of an edge between two normative
standards is defined as 3. For example, the weight of the edge that connects standard 12207:2008 and
9126:1991 is 2, since one standard is normative and the other one is informative.

Table 2. Edge weight description based on standard types.

Standard Relations Edge Weight

Normative Standard—Normative Standard 3

Normative Standard—Informative Standard 2

Informative Standard—Informative Standard 1

Final graph models are generated for further experiments following the GraphML (Graph
Mark-up Language) format, which is an XML-based format for the description of graph structures,
designed to improve tool interoperability and reduce communication overhead [13]. An XML graph
file sample is given in Appendix A that also represents a graph shown in Figure 3. Eventually, relevant
graph models are generated, and G1 = (V1, E1) (|V1| = 121, |E1| = 248) represents the entire network
of 121 scientific standards collected.

2.2. Data Visualisation

Force-directed layout algorithms use a physical analogy to draw graphs [11,12]. A graph is viewed
as a system of bodies with forces acting between the bodies. The algorithm seeks a configuration of the
bodies with locally minimal energy, that is, a position for each body, such that the sum of forces on
each body is zero. Graphs drawn with these force-directed algorithms tend to be aesthetically pleasing,
exhibit symmetries, and most likely to produce crossing-free layouts for planar graphs [11,12,50–54].
To discover the centrality metrics (relationship and importance) among scientific standards, two
force-directed algorithms are applied to weighted node-link graphs to represent standard network
structures. Those two algorithms have strong theoretical foundations and are easy to implement,
and produce good-quality results with interactive aspects. Although they tend to have a relatively
long running time on large datasets, they are suitable for our experiments to handle a few hundred
elements [12,55–58].

2.2.1. FR (Fruchterman and Reingold)

The Fruchterman and Reingold algorithm is a traditional force-directed layout algorithm, modified
from the spring embedder model of Eades [12]. FR excels at producing aesthetically pleasing,
two-dimensional graphs by doing simplified simulations of physical systems. It is simple, elegant,
conceptually intuitive, and efficient, and produces uniform edge length. It comes with a high running
time due to its big O notations though [55,56].

2.2.2. FA2 (ForceAtlas2)

The FA (ForceAtlas) layout algorithm [57,58] is a spatial layout method under the category of
force-directed algorithms. It aims at giving a readable shape to large real-world networks, such as web
networks etc. FA2 is based on FA but offers more options and innovative optimisations that make
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it a very fast layout algorithm. Its implementation of adaptive local and global speeds brings good
performances for a network of fewer than 100,000 nodes. It is empirically observed that FA2 is at its
best with strongly clustered networks [57].

2.3. Centrality Measure Model

In this study, a standard dataset is a labelled directed weighted graph G = (V, E, w), where V is the
set of nodes, E is the set of edges and w is the weight function (see Section 2.1). Six centrality metrics
are adopted in experiments to examine the standard’s network.

The Eigenvector centrality concept is adopted as a ranking measure to analyse the importance of
standards. It attributes a value that represents the connection intensity among nodes; a higher value
indicates a more important node, and a node with high eigenvector centrality is not necessarily highly
linked (the node might have few but important links) [9,33–35]. For example, Google’s PageRank
algorithm is a variant of eigenvector centrality. In this study, Eigenvector centrality measures the
extent to which a standard interacts with other standards in the network. The PageRank centrality
is also applied in graphs; it results from a random walk of a network. PageRank assigns probability
distributions to each node denoting the importance of the node [36,37] via measuring the probability
of being at that node during the random walk. At each node in a graph, the next node is chosen with
probability from the set of successors of the current node (neighbours for the undirected case). If a
node has no successors, the next node is chosen from all nodes, and nodes with higher importance are
more likely to be chosen. Both the Weighted In-Degree centrality and the Weighted In-Degree centrality
take into consideration the weights and direction of ties; both have been the preferred measures for
analysing weighted and directed networks [38–40]. Betweenness centrality is a measure of control
(nodes with high Betweenness can control other vertices more), and Closeness is a measure of access
(nodes with high Closeness can access other nodes more, thus having higher influence) [42,59].

2.4. Graph Layout Generation

Graph models are imported into the Gephi tool [58] to produce final layouts. Gephi comes with
interactive features such as zoom in/out, filtering, highlight etc. The entire network is laid out by the
FA2 algorithm. Besides, for the purpose of showing ‘clear’ detailed relationships of selected standards,
smaller graph models are represented through the FR method as well. Several visual attributes are
applied to show the scientific standard’s importance (centrality):

1. Node’s colour depth: Dark green indicates larger centrality values of Weighted Degree, PageRank
and Eigenvector etc., while light green represents smaller values on the opposite;

2. Node’s size: Larger size expresses larger centrality values, while smaller size indicates smaller
centrality values;

3. Edge thickness: To show the edge weights: thick edges represent stronger connections while thin
edges indicate weaker relations.

2.5. Hypotheses

To grasp deeper insights into the scientific standard collected, we examine the data structure and
determine which scientific standards are at the centre of the whole graph. To reduce possible chance
of losing track of how they relate to each other, we apply the centrality concept onto finalized graph
layouts and suppose that: Force-directed algorithms could be applied to provide visualised scientific
standard network representation; Centrality values could be applied to measure the importance of
scientific standards, and the measurements involve not only the connectivity among standards, but
also how important the related standards are. In other words, node importance is dependent on its
edge degree, and which nodes it connects as well. We hypothesise that our method may assist users
to track the relations among multiple scientific standards, and the users will be enabled to focus on
standards of priority while revising/tracking them.
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2.6. Procedure

In this study, firstly, raw data is collected in spreadsheets from UTS and then cleaned to remove
typo errors and correct values. Secondly, based on the scientific standards’ reference relations and
standard types, raw data is transformed into directed graph models in XML data formats. Thirdly,
relevant graph models are imported into the Gephi tool, and FR and FA2 algorithms are applied
to generate particular graph layouts, along with metrics attributes such as degree and eigenvector
centrality etc. for further analytics. Finally, based on generated visualisations, scientific standard
relations are analysed, and experimental results are discussed.

3. Results

Six visualisations that are generated for the six centrality metrics are shown in Figure 3. As can be
seen from Figure 3, minor differences are among all these layouts except the Weighted Out-Degree and
Closeness measurements. There is nearly 80% match in the PageRank, Eigenvector, Weighted In-Degree
and Betweenness centrality metrics, while the remaining two metrics represent different results.
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Figure 3. Visualisations of a standard graph for all measurements (FA2, |E| = 121, |V| = 248). Node
size, colour depth and label size indicate standard rankings. For example, nodes with the larger
size, darker green colour and larger label size are more important standards with higher rankings.
(a) PageRank measurement (25030:2007 is the highest-ranking standard); (b) Eigenvector centrality
measurement (25010:2011 is the highest-ranking standard); (c) Weighted In-Degree measurement
(12207:2008 is the highest-ranking standard); (d) Weighted Out-Degree measurement (12207:2008 is the
highest-ranking standard); (e) Betweenness measurement (12207:2008 is the highest-ranking standard);
(f) Closeness measurement (Top ten ranking standards have the same value).

First, it is reasonable that four metrics—PageRank, Eigenvector, Weighted In-Degree and
Betweenness centrality, perform well since nodes with high in-degree are in the centre that can
affect others easily [60]. The Weighted In-Degree is a measure of the system-wide influence that a
particular node has; PageRank is to define a link analysis method to evaluate a node’s influence [61];
Eigenvector of a directed graph is practical for nodes with high in-degree [62]; and Betweenness
centrality is a measure of control [59].

Second, it is not surprising that Weighted Out-Degree centrality and Closeness centrality are in
negative correlation with standards. Here, in this study, the emphasis is to find out the standards
that affect others more in the network. Nodes that have a larger Weighted Out-Degree value have
more influence than other nodes [60]. Weighted Out-Degree is a measure of the system-wide influence
that a node has, while Closeness indicates the access capability of a node that can be easily affected
by other core nodes [59]. For example, in all visualisations in Figure 3, standards 12207:2008 and
15288:2008 are the core (most important) standards (normative standards) except the Closeness metric,
yet they all have large Out-Degree as well. On the other hand, 15939:2007 plays an important role.
Although it comes with less Out-Degree, it is more stable in the network. Moreover, 25 groups of
similar comparisons have been processed between graph layouts and raw data collected, and they all
show the importance of normative standards.

In Table 3, the top 10 standards for the six centrality metrics are given. For each standard, the
standard name, centrality value and the catalogue it belongs to are included in the table. For the
centrality measure, a higher value indicates a higher ranking. For example, 12207:2008’s value for
the Weighted In-Degree metric is 66.0, which makes it the most ‘powerful’ node to control others.
All nodes with high centrality values in PageRank, Eigenvector, Weighted In-Degree and Betweenness
centrality are normative standards.
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Table 3. Top 10 standards with high centrality values for the six metrics.

PageRank Eigenvector Centrality

Standard Value Catalogue Standard Value Catalogue

1 25030:2007 0.074

Software engineering—Software
product Quality Requirements and

Evaluation (SQuaRE)—Quality
requirements

25010:2011 1
Systems and software

engineering—SQuaRE—System
and software quality models

2 12207:2008 0.072
Systems and software

engineering—Software life cycle
processes

12207:2008 0.981
Systems and software

engineering—Software life
cycle processes

3 15288:2008 0.071
Systems and software

engineering—System life cycle
processes

29148:2010 0.967

Systems and software
engineering—Life cycle

processes—Requirements
engineering

4 29148:2010 0.069

Systems and software
engineering—Life cycle

processes—Requirements
engineering

15939:2007 0.962
Systems and software

engineering—Measurement
process

5 20000-5:2010 0.064

Information technology—Service
management—Part 5: Exemplar

implementation plan for ISO/IEC
20000-1

15288:2008 0.956
Systems and software

engineering—System life cycle
processes

6 25010:2011 0.057
Systems and software

engineering—SQuaRE—System
and software quality models

25012:2008 0.798
Software

engineering—SQuaRE—Data
quality model

7 29110-4-1:2010 0.048

Software engineering—Lifecycle
profiles for Very Small Entities

(VSEs)—Part 4-1: Profile
specifications: Generic profile

group

20000-3:2009 0.700

Information
technology—Service
management—Part 3:

Guidance on scope definition
and applicability of ISO/IEC

20000-1

8 15939:2007 0.044
Systems and software

engineering—Measurement
process

29110-4-1:2010 0.656

Software
engineering—Lifecycle profiles

for VSEs—Part 4-1: Profile
specifications: Generic profile

group

9 25012:2008 0.035
Software

engineering—SQuaRE—Data
quality model

20000-5:2010 0.524

Information
technology—Service
management—Part 5:

Exemplar implementation plan
for ISO/IEC 20000-1

10 20000-3:2009 0.034

Information technology—Service
management—Part 3: Guidance on
scope definition and applicability

of ISO/IEC 20000-1

29110-2:2010 0.504

Software
engineering—Lifecycle profiles
for VSEs—Part 2: Framework

and taxonomy

Weighted In-Degree Weighted Out-Degree

Standard Value Catalogue Standard Value Catalogue

1 12207:2008 66.0
Systems and software

engineering—Software life cycle
processes

12207:2008 1
Systems and software

engineering—SQuaRE—System
and software quality models

2 15288:2008 65.0
Systems and software

engineering—System life cycle
processes

15504-2:2003 0.981

Information
technology—Process
assessment—Part 2:

Performing an assessment

3 25010:2011 46.0
Systems and software

engineering—SQuaRE—System
and software quality models

15288:2002 0.967 Systems engineering—System
life cycle processes

4 20000-1:2007 34.0 Information technology—Service
management 15289:2006 0.962

Systems and software
engineering—Content of

systems and software life cycle
process information products

(Documentation)

5 29110-2:2010 33.0
Software engineering—Lifecycle

profiles for VSEs—Part 2:
Framework and taxonomy

9001:2000 0.956 Quality management
systems—Requirements

6 25030:2007 31.0
Software

engineering—SQuaRE—Quality
requirements

2382-1:1993 0.798
Information

technology—Vocabulary—Part
1: Fundamental terms

7 15939:2007 29.0
Systems and software

engineering—Measurement
process

15288:2008 0.700
Systems and software

engineering—System life cycle
processes
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Table 3. Cont.

Weighted In-Degree Weighted Out-Degree

Standard Value Catalogue Standard Value Catalogue

8 29148:2010 29.0

Systems and software
engineering—Life cycle

processes—Requirements
engineering

15504-1:2005 0.656

Information
technology—Process

assessment—Part 1: Concepts
and vocabulary

9 29110-4-1:2010 26.0

Software engineering—Lifecycle
profiles for VSEs—Part 4-1: Profile

specifications: Generic profile
group

9000:2005 0.524
Quality management

systems—Fundamentals and
vocabulary

10 20000-3:2009 23.0

Information technology—Service
management—Part 3: Guidance on
scope definition and applicability

of ISO/IEC 20000-1

29110-1:2010 0.504
Software

engineering—Lifecycle profiles
for VSEs—Part 1: Overview

Betweenness Centrality Closeness Centrality

Standard Value Catalogue Standard Value Catalogue

1 12207:2008 297.4
Systems and software

engineering—Software life cycle
processes

25010:2011 1.0
Systems and software

engineering—SQuaRE—System
and software quality models

2 15288:2008 153.2
Systems and software

engineering—System life cycle
processes

20000-3:2009 1.0

Information
technology—Service
management—Part 3:

Guidance on scope definition
and applicability of ISO/IEC

20000-1

3 15939:2007 87.93
Systems and software

engineering—Measurement
process

20000-1:2007 1.0
Information

technology—Service
management

4 25010:2011 60.0
Systems and software

engineering—SQuaRE—System
and software quality models

29110-2:2010 1.0

Software
engineering—Lifecycle profiles
for VSEs—Part 2: Framework

and taxonomy

5 20000-3:2009 50.67

Information technology—Service
management—Part 3: Guidance on
scope definition and applicability

of ISO/IEC 20000-1

19011:2002 1.0 Guidelines for auditing
management systems

6 15504-1:2005 34.03
Information technology—Process
assessment—Part 1: Concepts and

vocabulary
27001:2005 1.0

Information
technology—Security

techniques—Information
security management

systems—Requirements

7 25000:2005 32.66

Software Engineering—Software
product Quality Requirements and

Evaluation (SQuaRE)—Guide to
SQuaRE

20000-2:2005 1.0

Information
technology—Service

management—Part 2: Code of
practice

8 15504-2:2003 21.73
Information technology—Process

assessment—Part 2: Performing an
assessment

17011:2004 1.0

Conformity
assessment—General

requirements for accreditation
bodies accrediting conformity

assessment bodies

9 20000-1:2007 15.17 Information technology—Service
management 17021:2005 1.0

Conformity
assessment—Requirements for

bodies providing audit and
certification of management

systems

10 29110-2:2010 6.17
Software engineering—Lifecycle

profiles for VSEs—Part 2:
Framework and taxonomy

27002:2005 1.0

Information
technology—Security

techniques—Code of practice
for information security

management

Figure 4 shows the networks of two specific standards. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the
standard which has the strongest connection to 12207:2008 is 15288:2008, followed by 29110-4-1:2010.
Also 12207:2008 has the highest correlation with 15288:2008, while 15939:2007 has the second highest
correlation with it. Figure 5 shows the network after these two most important nodes are removed.
In this entire network, 1.65% node deduction meant that 13.2% (16) other nodes lost connections, and
that 30.6% (76) edges disappeared, although those ‘lonely’ nodes are distributed peripherally and are
all informative standards.
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Figure 5. Standards’ network after removing 12207:2008 and 15288:2008 (FA2 applied, finalised by the
Weighted In-Degree measurement, |E| = 119, |V| = 172).

We also applied the Modularity measure in the standards dataset and six groups were identified.
Broadly speaking, those standards in our study are all in the Information Technology area. Regarding
the clustering of standards, nodes tend to be in the same group if they are in similar catalogues as shown
in Table 4. Figure 6 shows a visualisation of the six groupings for the Weighted In-Degree measurement.
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Table 4. Standard clustering description (modularity measurement applied, six groups finalised).

Group 0

12207:2008, 9126:1991, 25062:2006, 12207:1995, 13407:1999, 14764:2006,
15271:1998, 15288:2008, 15504:2003, 16085:2006, 18019:2004, 18152:2003,
18529:2000, 20000:2005, 24748:2007, 24774:2007, 25000:2005, 25030:2008,
42010:2007, 90003:2004, 9004:2000, 9241:1992, 9241-11:1997, 9294:2005,

10075:1991, 13335-1:2004, 14001:2004, 19760:2003, 26702:2007, 6385:2004,
7498-1:1994, 99-001:2004, 12119:1994, 25012:2008, 11179-1:2004, 2382-17:1997,

29148:2010, 1012:2002, 25060:2010, 26551:2008, 1028-2008, 14143-1:2007,
19759:2005, 20282-1:2006, 24748-1:2010, 24748-2:2010, 24766:2009,

29138-1:2009, 632:1999, 9241-210:2010, G-043:1992

Group 1
15288:2002, 15504-2:2003, 15939:2007, 15504-1:2005, 12207-1:2002,
15504-3:2004, 2382-1:1993, 2382-20:1990, 10017:2003, 14143-1:1998,

14143-6:2006, 15498:1996, 9126-2:2001, 2315-99:2007

Group 2

10007:2003, 9000:2005, 9001:2000, 20000-1:2007, 10002:2004, 19011:2002,
24765:2005, 27001:2005, 27005:2005, 31000:2005, 15504-3:2003, 19770-1:2006,
20000-2:2005, 27000:2009, 20000-3:2009, 17011:2004, 17021:2005, 27002:2005,

17000:2004, 20000-5:2010, 27013:2007, 17050-1:2004,
17050-2:2004, 20000-4:2009

Group 3
1517:1999, 15026:1998, 15504-4:2004, 15504-5:2006, 25010:2011, 24765:2008,

2382-14:1997, 24765:2009, 60050-191:1990, 610.12:1990, 7498-2:1989,
9241-110:2006, 9241-14:1997

Group 4 61508:2010, 9126-1:2001, 15939:2002, 9000:2000, 25030:2007, 14598-2:2000,
14598-4:1999, 14598-5:1998, 14598-6:2001, 25020:2007

Group 5 15289:2006, 29110-2:2010, 10000-1:1998, 15504-1:2004, 29110-1:2010,
29110-3:2010, 29110-4:2010, 29110-5:2010, 29110-4-1:2010
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4. Discussion

Scientific standard datasets are normally complex and come with different formats and contents.
More often there are multiple relations among standard items. How to track their connections has
become a challenge in managing and making sense of scientific standard datasets. Although data
visualisation methods have been widely applied in many sectors for decision-making purposes, they
have hardly been adopted in analysing scientific standard data. To fulfil the standards management
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purpose, we employed an approach that allows us to conduct analytical experiments in a more
practical/realistic environment.

The differences between this approach and other methods such as Excel spreadsheets that are
currently used in the scientific standard analytics are as follows: This approach uses pure mathematics
calculations; it addresses scientific standard relation analytics; it reduces the analytics complexity of
the traditional spreadsheet methodology; this approach applies five centrality measures onto practical
scientific standards analytics; it adopts two force-directed algorithms; and this approach provides a
comprehensive picture of relation representation, which also has the potential to be made interactive
for an overview and detailed/filtered views.

As demonstrated in our analysis in the previous section, the early outcomes of our experiments
showed that modelling scientific standard datasets into graphs offers capability of recognising
important standards, and that with our approach, it was possible to generate interactive and
comprehensive detailed/filtered graph layouts to provide “clear“ views for users to navigate and find
out item relationships they might be interested in (based on node colour, size and edge thickness etc.).
Importance of scientific standards could be grasped through centrality measures (degree, eigenvector
value etc.). It could also help to identify missed core (high centrality value) standards that could
damage the infrastructure of a scientific standard network (see Figure 5). Further, our experimental
results revealed that the standard’s importance was dependant on multiple factors. For example, nodes
with more connections did not necessarily act importantly; node degree was only one of multiple
metrics for importance measurement of standards.

The hypotheses were confirmed from those findings in this study. Force-directed algorithms could
be adopted well to provide visual representations of the interconnected standards. In regards to the
correctness of the relationship description, to be more specific, factors, such as degree and eigenvector
centrality values etc. have been taken into account as well, and a standard’s importance was found to
be dependent on multiple factors.

Compared to the traditional spreadsheet methodology in the scientific standard analytics, the
advantages of this proposed approach include: visualisations make connection patterns of standards
visual and easier to spot; the importance ranking values help identify main standard items for quick
decision making; combination of centrality metrics and data visualisation methods has not been
applied in analysis of scientific standard datasets to our best literature knowledge.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an exploratory study that discovers scientific standard data is presented.
We demonstrated how a scientific standard dataset can be modelled into graphs and visualised
into graph drawings using force-directed algorithms with graph centrality metrics. The proposed
approach is based on a practical use purpose from UTS, which is to visualise complex connections
among scientific standards. Here, centrality measurement concepts and graph drawing methods
are applied to practical standard data, clear relations are presented to assist the particular standards
committee to track how those scientific standards relate to each other, and it is processed from a
quantitative perspective in a more practical experimental setting, hence, to improve the configuration
efficiency in the scientific standard management field.

More specifically, we collected sample raw data from practical scientific standards at UTS and
examined the data by producing visualisations of them. Based on related scientific standard datasets
collected, raw data was processed and imported for data visualisation experiments. The experimental
outcomes showed that graph visualisations provide clear relations among standards compared to
the spreadsheet methodology. We also showed in our visualisations the centrality measures from
a quantitative perspective in a more practical experimental setting. As a result of our approach,
it was shown that there are priority standards that might affect each other and could be difficult to
find otherwise.
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It is important to note that the benefits of applying graph centrality metrics in visual analytics
of scientific standard datasets need further investigations. This is because our study has limitations.
For example, raw data have not been examined via other methodologies except spreadsheet yet; data
sample size is small; the accuracy of outcomes is not persuasive enough. Further, to verify the benefits
of visualisations with metric measures, eye tracking studies, more well-defined interactive methods
and systems can also be useful [48,63].

In our future research, we will examine a wider range of scientific standard datasets with different
features. We also plan to use different visualisation algorithms and additional importance metrics to
examine the standard datasets so that we could have a more comprehensive understanding of these
types of datasets.
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Appendix A

//Graph model example.
<?xml version= “1.0 “ encoding= “UTF-8 “?>.
<graphml>.
<key id= “d0 “ for= “node “.
attr.name= “color “ attr.type= “string “>.
<default> yellow </default>.
</key >.
<key id= “d1 “ for= “edge “.
attr.name= “weight “ attr.type= “double “/>.
<graph id= “G “ edgedefault= “directed “>.
<node id= “12207:2008 “/>.
<node id= “9126:1991 “/>.
<node id= “25062:2006 “/>.
<node id= “61508:2010 “/>.
<node id= “10007:2003 “/>.
...
<node id= “632:1999 “/>.
<node id= “9241-210:2010 “/>.
<node id= “G-043:1992 “/>.
<edge id= “0 “ source= “9126:1991 “ target= “12207:2008 “>.
<data key= “d1 “> 2</data>.
</edge>.
<edge id= “1 “ source= “25062:2006 “ target= “12207:2008 “>.
<data key= “d1 “> 2</data>.
</edge>.
...
<edge id= “247“ source= “29148:2010 “ target= “G-043:1992 “>.
<data key= “d1 “> 1</data>.
</edge>.
</graph>.
</graphml>.
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